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INTEGRAL POLYNOMIAL GENERATORS

FOR THE HOMOLOGY OF BSU

STANLEY O. KOCHMAN1

ABSTRACT. Explicit formulas are given for polynomial generators of H,BSU

as specific polynomials in the canonical polynomial generators of H.BU. The

method is also applied to Hm(BSU;R) for any coefficient ring R and to

H.(BSO; Z2).

1. Introduction. Let H be a commutative ring with unit, and let A be the

polynomial algebra R[Xi,... ,Xn, ■ ■ ■] with degXn = na, a > 0, and Xo = 1.

Let T = ®£L0fi7k be the divided polynomial Hopf algebra on one generator

71 and define a coaction ip: A —► T (g) A by tp(Xn) = X)™=u7» ® ^n—«• Then

the primitive elements P^A form a polynomial algebra on generators in degrees

na, n > 2. In §2 we construct specific polynomial generators for P^A as explicit

polynomials in the Xk, k > 1.

In [2] we showed that this algebraic construction will construct polynomial genera-

tors for H*(BSU;R) in terms of the canonical polynomial generators Xn = (Gn)*

of H*(BU; R) and will construct polynomial generators for Ht(BSO; Z2) in terms of

the canonical generators Xn = (WiY °^ R*{BO; Z2)- In [2] polynomial generators

were given for Ht(BSU;Q), Ht(BSU;Z(p)), H.(BSU;ZP) and H,{BSO;Z2). S.
Papastavridis [3] has given polynomial generators for H*(BSO; Z2). In §3 we com-

pare these three sequences of polynomial generators for Ht(BSO; Z2).

We will use the notation (o, b) for the binomial coefficient C1"1"0). An elementary

property of binomial coefficients which we exploit in our construction is

p   if n is a power of a prime p,

1    otherwise.

Thus there are integers c,..., C[n/2] such that

[n/2]

^2 Ci(i,n — i) = Gn.
i=\

2. Explicit polynomial generators for P^A. We fix an integer n > 2 and construct

a polynomial generator Ynn of degree na of P^,A by successive approximations

Y„2,..., Ynn- Our procedure will simultaneously construct a sequence of elements

Yfcfc G P^A of degree ka, 2 < k < n, by successive approximations Y/t2, •. ■ ,Ykk-

We obtain recursive relations for the Ykk and then solve them to obtain explicit
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G„ = GCD{(i> — i) | 1 < t < [n/2]} -
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formulas for the Ykk as polynomials in the X¿. Observe that throughout this section

Yij depend on n and on a sequence C. We refrain, however, from denoting Y¿j by

Ynij(C). We begin by defining and studying elements T(C) in A which will be used

to define our first approximations Y22,..., Yn2.

Definition 2.1. Let C = (c1;..., cs_i), s > 2. Define

T(C) =
s—l

J2 cAhs—o
¿=i

s—1

Xa      /    CiXiXs—j.
¿=i

Lemma 2.2.  F¿rC = (ci,...,cn—i). Then

n—2

v>(nc))=E^®r(c»-<)
¿=0

w/iere Cn—« = (c„_¿,i,..., cn—i,n—i—i) and Ch±<,fc = 12h=o ch-\-k{h, i — h).

Proof.

Tn—1 ] n—1

^ Ci(i, n — l) ln <8> 1 — X^ c¿^T"—¿ ® 1
.¿=1 J i=l

in—1 n—1 "I

+ S 13 Ci^'n ~ *') — H c* K* — !>n — í) + (fe n — i — 1)] >7n-i <8> -X"i

^(r(C)) =

U=i
n—2

t=l

+ E^
t=0

n—1

E Cj(m,n — j)X,
j=í

n—j

n—1     i

— 2J 2_* ̂ 'C1»l — h)Xj—hXn—i—j+.h
j = l h=0

where Xa = 0 for s < 0
n—2

£
¿=o

= E^®{
n—2

¿J cy(j, n - ;")
i—1

•An—j

-E y^ ch-i-fc(íV, *—H) XkXn—i—k f
fc=0 lh=0

where Co = cn = 0 and fc = jf — /i. To identify the coefficient of 7» as T(Cn—¿) we

determine that the following difference is zero.

n—1 n—i     i

J2 CJ& n~iï~J2 J2 °h+k{h, i — h)(k, n — i — k)
j=i A;=0 h=0

n—1 n—1

= X) cj(m'n ~ 3). ~ YlCu
j=i
n—1

u=l

n—1

=   £ W« n - J) - £ C«( „ I = 0-
J = l u=l

h=0

n

u

n — 1

h i\u — h ,
where u = h + k
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LEMMA 2.3.   The T(Ck), 2 < k < n, defined in Lemma 2.2 have coaction

fc—2

^(n^)) = £7¿®nc*-i)-
¿=o

PROOF.  This formula follows from Lemma 2.2 and the coassociativity of ip.

Lemma 2.4.   Fix C = Cn = (ci,..., cn_i). Define Yki for2<i<k<nby
induction on i as follows.

Yk2 = T(Ck)   o,nd

Yki = Yk,i—i — Yfc—i+iYi—i^—i    for i > 3.

Then Ykk E P^A for 2 < k < n.

PROOF.  We prove the following formula for 2 < i < k < n by induction on i.

The case i = k gives the desired conclusion.

k—i

(*) Tp{Yki)=Y,~1h®Yk-h,i-
h=0

The case of (*) when i = 2 is given by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. Assume that i > 3

and (*) is true for the Yk,i—i- Then

iP(Ykl) - iP(Yk,i-i - Xk-i+iY^i-!)
k—i+l k—i+-l

=     ^2    1h®Yk-h,i-l—    £    7h<8>Xfc_i_,l+1Yi_M_1
h=0 h=0

k—i

= ¿2 lb. 'S) {Yk—h,i—i — Xk—i—h+iYi—i^—i)
h=0

k—i

=  £ 1h<S)Yk-h,i-
h=0

Theorem 2.5. Choose C = (ci,..., cn_i) such that ¡Cj^ï c¿(¿, n — i) = G„

in R. If p = charß is prime then assume that n is not a power of p. Then the

following element of A is a polynomial generator ofP^A in degree na.

n—i

T(C) + J2 Xn-kT{Ck).

In this formula T is §iven by Definition 2.1, Ck is defined in Lemma 2.2 and

Xt= ¿2 (-ir+-+et(el,-..,et)Xt>---Xet<.
ei+2e3H-\-tet=t

PROOF.  By Lemma 2.4 we have

fc—i

T(Cfc) = Ykk + J2 xk-^       (2 < k < n)-
¿=2

Thus we have n — 1 equations in the n — 1 unknowns Y22,..., Ynn- The coefficient

matrix M = (Iki) is lower triangular with ones on the diagonal.   The mki are
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in the commutative Hopf algebra A whose diagonal A is defined by A(Xr) =

£¿=ox¿ S xr-i- Note that

fc—i

A(mfci) = A(Xk-i) = J2 Xh ® xk-i-h = £ mfc* ® msi.
h=0 s=i

Thus [1, Lemma 2.2] applies to solve this system of linear equations,

fc—i

Yfcfc = r(Cfc)+]Txfc-¿:r(c:i).
i=2

The conjugates Xk—i are computed in [1, Theorem 4.1(v)]. Observe that Ynn is a

polynomial generator by [2, Theorem 3.3].

Note. If charñ = p is prime then Xv,, s > 0, are polynomial generators of

P^A in degrees apa, s > 0.

Let An = Z[Xi,..., Xn, ... ] and let n : Aq —► A be the canonical map induced

by the unit Z —> R. The following easy result says that it suffices to study

polynomial generators for P^,A in the case R = Z. However, in practice it is often

easier to study the case of interest directly. (See [2] and [3].)

PROPOSITION 2.6.   IfP^Ao = Z[Y2,...,Yk, ...] then

Pi,A = R[n(Y2),...,n(Yk),...}.

Conversely, if P^Ao = R[Y'2,..., Y'k, ...] then there are Yk, 2 < k < n, in P^Aq

such that P^Aq = Z[Y2, ...,Yk, --.} and n(Yk) = p>kYk for units p2> • • •, Mfc> • • • *n

R.

3. Polynomial generators for H*(BSO; Z2). We begin by constructing an espe-

cially nice sequence of polynomial generators for H»(BSO; Z2) of the type studied

in §2. We then compare the three known sequences of polynomial generators for

H»(BSO; Z2) and find them to be distinct.

THEOREM 3.1. Hm(BSO;Z2) = Z2[Q2,.. .,Qn, - -.] where Q2. = X2.^,
s > 1, and ifn = 2"(2t + 1), t > 1, then

t 2" —1

Qn = Xn -\- 2_^ Xi2«X(2t+l—¿)2« + X2»Xt2. -j-   ¿^  XkT(Cn—k)-
¿=1 fc=l

The Cn—k o,re determined by the sequence C = (ci,..., cn—i) where

if i = h2" with h <t,

otherwise.I
PROOF. Qn is the polynomial generator of degree n determined by Theorem

2.5 from the sequence C.

Let G2,.. •, Gn,... be the sequence of polynomial generators for H*(BSO; Z2)

constructed in [2] and let P2,..., Pn, ■ ■ ■ be the sequence of polynomial generators

for H,(BSO; Z2) constructed by S. Papastavridis in [3]. The following theorem

compares the G„, Pn and Qn-
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Theorem 3.2. (a) G2n+i = -P2n+i = Q2n+i = x2n+i+Ek=i XfcX2n-fc+i

+ XiX2/0rn> 1.

(b) G2n = P2n = Q2n = X|._, forn > 1.

(c) -P4n+2 = Ç/4n+2 + XlX2n = X4n+2 + 2~2k=l X2kX\n—2k-+2 ~\~X2X2n "T"

XiX4„4-i + X)i=i -X'i-Xi-X^n—¿+1 for n > 1.
(d) G2»(2t-|-i); •f,2»(2t-r-i) an^ Q2«(2i+i) ore aZ/ distinct for t > 1 and s > 1.

PROOF,  (a), (b). The equality of the G¿, P¿ and Qi in these cases is clear from

their definitions.

(C) Q4n+2_=Xn + Er=lX2iX4n_2i+2-r-X2X2n+Xir(C4n+l).  Now X2 =

X2 + X\, Xi = Xi and T(C4n+1) = X4n+1 + X)i=i X¿X4n_¿+i. Thus

Qán+2 = Xn + 2__, X2iX4n_i-|_2 + X2^2n "T" XiÇ^n-j-i — P4n+2 + XjX
2
2n-

(d) The polynomial generators Pn constructed by S. Papastavridis have the

distinctive property that they are in Ht(BO(3); Z2) i.e. they are in the ^2-span

of {Xk,XiXj,XiXjXk | i,j, k > 1}. Clearly neither the Qn nor Pn listed in (d)
have this property. The Qn have the following property. Write n = 2s(2i +1) and

Qn = Z)eiH_\-kek=naeit-,ekXV-'-Xkk-   Then the Coefficient Of XiXj in Qn is

zero if i ^é 0 mod 2a and 2s < i < j.  The Gn with n = 2m not a power of two

have the property that

m

Gn=Xn+J2 XkXn-k + £ ft.e^1- ' «fî .
fc=l 'lH-r-?**T?

«1 +-r-«t>3

Thus the Gn and Qn listed in (d) are distinct.
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